Finding the right size for
your real estate footprint
How CFOs are rightsizing
for a remote work world
The current environment has changed the way work gets done. As some companies recognize
remote work as a viable long-term option and others are increasing their space to allow for better
social distancing, many CFOs are reviewing their organizational real estate portfolios. In a poll*
conducted on the March 2021 Deloitte Quarterly Accounting Roundup Dbriefs webcast, a majority
of respondents said they were taking action to rightsize their portfolios.

66.9% have initiated or plan to initiate a

real estate rationalization program

What does rationalization look like?
For CFOs and their teams, rightsizing can take a range of forms.
Attendees rationalizing their real estate told us how they plan
to achieve a balanced portfolio.

Expand their footprint
by purchasing and
leasing additional
space

43.1%
33.1%
16.4%

Reduce their footprint
by eliminating owned
and leased space

Reduce the space
used for certain parts
of the business and
expand it for others

7.4%

Initiate a
sale-and-leaseback
transaction

The accounting impact
As you contemplate changes to your real estate footprint, keep in mind that there will
likely be accounting complexities. Cutting or adjusting real estate portfolios may seem
straightforward. But the accounting guidance for expanding or reducing your real estate
footprint, or initiating a sale-and-leaseback transaction, isn’t. To help deliver a rightsized
real estate portfolio to meet organizational strategic goals, CFOs and their teams must be
up to speed on the important accounting nuances these actions contain.

Get a high-level overview of key accounting issues in our publication, Reevaluating
your real estate footprint: Potential lease accounting and impairment implications of real
estate rationalization. Then go deeper to explore how to address them in our Deloitte
Accounting Spotlight, Real Estate Rationalization 101: Current Market Trends and the
Potential Accounting Implications From a Lessee’s Perspective.

*The individuals responding to the poll spanned every industry sector and included professionals at job levels including C-suite, executives
(e.g., VP, board), managers, and analysts.
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